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APATEQ opens subsidiary in the United States
Water and wastewater specialist APATEQ has opened a subsidiary in the area of Houston Texas.
The new company will serve the North American market, mainly with APATEQ's innovative one-stop solutions for the treatment
of fracking flowback and produced water.
APATEQ announces the opening of its first subsidiary in the United States. The company, which is situated in Spring TX, in the north of
Houston, will focus on promoting and offering one-stop solutions and support services for the innovative treatment of fracking flowback and
produced water directly to the US market. The new subsidiary will be responsible for all go-to-market activities around APATEQ solutions in
North America and will act as a hub for all North American cooperation partners of APATEQ.
This Smart News Release features multimedia. View the full release here: http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20151026006030/en/
"In terms of international expansion, the United
States are the number one strategic market for us",
treatment (Photo: Business Wire)
said APATEQ CEO Bogdan Serban. "Whether in
attracting new customers or offering support to our
existing clientele, our goal is to provide users of our systems with a cost-effective, best-value solution and to offer a fast response service. To
achieve this we need to be as close as possible to the market. So setting up a subsidiary in the United States was an undeniable milestone,
also in view of our ambitious growth targets."
Redundant ultrafiltration modules inside of OilPaq container for fracking flowback and produced water

Engineering and manufacturing of the APATEQ systems for the North American market takes place in Europe at the company's headquarters
in Luxembourg according to highest quality standards. The first plant for the US market has been shipped recently and it will treat produced
water for a water service provider to the oil and gas industry.
About APATEQ
APATEQ PWT S.A. develops and manufactures turnkey, custom designed fracking flowback and produced water treatment systems for oil
and gas pad operators, compact wastewater treatment plants for demanding applications and full solution systems for the treatment of
industrial wastewater. With decades of experience in the water and wastewater business and global industrial product manufacturing and
commercialization, APATEQ's corporate and technical team is comprised of dedicated experts whose focused goal is client satisfaction,
environmental protection and water conservation. APATEQ is, among others, winner of the Frost Sullivan Best Practices Award and the Red
Herring Global 100 Award.
For more information, visit www.apateq.com
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